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AVK is one of the leading manufacturers of valves for the 
water,gas and sewage industries as well as fire protection 
worldwide. Our product programme comprises a large range of 
valves, hydrants, pipe fittings and accessories, each complying 
with the highest standards of safety and durability. Today, AVK 
is the only manufacturer offering gate valves that meet most 
of the common national and international standards such as 
ISO, CEN, DIN, NF, BS, AWWA, JAWA, SABS, AS and GOST. 
Our global position ensures that we are able to give you, your 
partners and your customers the quality products you require. 

AVK’s products are characterized by a high, consistent 
quality, competitive prices and a durability in line with market 
requirements. This calls for strict quality control of the 
production process from beginning to end leading to AVK 
being certified according to ISO 9001. 

This ensures optimum rigidity and allows modelling 
which prevents any undesirable deformation to be de-
signed in pre-production.

.

Wastewater is a natural by-product in modern societies. Wastewater from households, 
industries, and production causes waste and pollution and is a threat to our environment unless 
we handle and clean it properly. Wastewater is an aggressive medium requiring a high degree of 
corrosion protection of products. 

AVK also offers  a wide range of products for the handling and treatment of wastewater 
including valves mounted with pneumatic or electric actuators as well as position indicator. 
Resilient seated gate valves from DN 40 up to and including DN 800, and metal seated gate 
valves, knife gate valves, butterfly valves up to and including DN 2000.
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AVK WALL PENSTOCK WITH NON-RISING STEM
Closed frame for wall mounting, AISI 304, EPDM

772/61
001

AVK wall penstocks are square or rectangular with resilient sealing on all four sides of the slide. They are 
bi-directional up to and including 1200 X 1200 and in larger sizes available as bi- and uni-directional.  The 
penstocks are with non-rising stem and closed frame, and are designed for wall mounting. AVK wall penstocks 
are also available with rising stem and for embedding in concrete. All penstocks in the comprehensive product 
range feature a low leakage rate and a reliable operation.

Product Description:
AVK wall penstock with non-rising stem for water and wastewater treatment 

Standards:
Designed according to DIN 19569-4

Features:
Fulfills requirements of Directive 95/9/CE (ATEX), Group II Category 2 (Zone 1)
Lower leakage rate than max. allowable in DIN 19569-4 (class 5): 1,20 L/min. per seating meter
Frame design allows easy mounting at medium height or floor level, and for elevated or flush bottom 
installation
Self-cleaning guides of HMWPE (high molecular weight polyethylene) reduce the friction during operation 
resulting in easy operation and extended seal durability
Self-adjusting “lip-design” sealing of EPDM mounted on the frame
Frame and slide of stainless steel AISI 304 and stem of stainless steel AISI 303
All fasteners of stainless steel A2
Seal and guides bolting is completely separated from the frame anchoring
Delivered with handwheel up to and including 1000X1000, in larger sizes with bevelgear

Accessories:
Handwheel on inclined wall stand, handwheel on straight floor stand, gear operator on straight floor stand, 
electric actuator on straight floor stand, hydraulic actuator, pneumatic actuator, yoke mounted handwheel, yoke 
mounted gear and crank, stem nut, stem extensions, stem guides and wall thimbles
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AVK CHANNEL PENSTOCK WITH NON-RISING STEM
For embedding in concrete, AISI 304, EPDM

772/7172
001

AVK channel penstocks are square or rectangular with resilient sealing on three sides of the slide. They are as 
standard uni-directional up to and including 1000 X 1000 and bi-directional in larger sizes. The penstocks are 
with non-rising stem and closed frame, and are designed for open channel installations embedded in concrete. 
AVK channel penstocks are also available with rising stem, and for wall mounting as well as for face mounting 
in existing channel. All penstocks in the comprehensive product range feature a low leakage rate and a reliable 
operation.

Product Description:
AVK channel penstock with non-rising stem for water and wastewater treatment 

Standards:
Designed according to DIN 19569-4

Features:
Fulfills requirements of Directive 95/9/CE (ATEX), Group II Category 2 (Zone 1)
Lower leakage rate than max. allowable in DIN 19569-4 (class 5): 1,20 L/min. per seating meter
Self-supporting closed frame design
Self-cleaning guides and slide bearings of HMWPE (high molecular weight polyethylene) reduce the friction 
during operation resulting in easy operation and extended seal durability
Self-adjusting “lip-design” sealing of EPDM mounted on the slide offers easy access to maintenance
Frame and slide of stainless steel AISI 304 and stem of stainless steel AISI 303
All fasteners of stainless steel A2
Delivered with handwheel as standard up to and including 1400X1400, in larger sizes with bevelgear

Accessories:
Handwheel on inclined wall stand, handwheel on straight floor stand, gear operator on straight floor stand, 
electric actuator on straight floor stand, hydraulic actuator, pneumatic actuator, yoke mounted handwheel, yoke 
mounted gear and crank, position indicators, limit and proximity switches, stem extensions, stem guides and 
wall thimbles
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channel installations in waste treatment plants, irrigation,

other in the frame. By adding or removing logs, the SL
model allows the user to  control the flow in a channel.

x 2000mm, the SL model has a unique “lip” type seal

concrete, but can also be designed to be wall mounted or

Orbinox can also design and manufacture the SL model
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WALL PENSTOCK CHANNEL GATE WEIR GATE STOP GATE STOP LOG ALUMINIUM STOP LOG FLAP GATES

√
As std: DN200-1000; 10mwc

More than 1100; 6mwc
Higher water heads optional

 

√
(Optional)

√
As std: DN200-1400; 

5mwc
Bigger sizes and lighter 

water heads optional

√ √ √ √ √

√
Downward 

opening

√
Add 

remove or 
logs

√ 
Add remove or logs

Water pressure

Extruded Aluminium
(Option of stainless steel frame)

Fabricated 
Stainless Steel

Integrated
(Manual, Bevel Gearbox, Electric Motor, Sqr. Nut, 

Pneumatic Cylinder, Hydraulic Cylinder) 

External
(Manual Lifting Pole, External Crane or Lifting 

Device connected to crane) 

Fabricated Stainless Steel

4 SIDE SEALING
 

3 SIDE SEALING

WATER LEVEL 
REGULATION

ACTUATION SYSTEM

CONSTRUCTION
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(EX) 
General service (solid loaded fluids)
Pulp&paper, waste water, solids…

ANSI 150
PN10

2”-10” (150 psi)/DN 50 - 250 (10 bar)
12”-16” (90 psi)/DN 300 - 400 (6 bar)
18” (75 psi)/DN 450 (5 bar)
20” - 24” (60 psi)/DN 500 - 600 (4 bar)
28” - 48” (30 psi)/DN 700 - 1200 (2 bar)

2” to 48” (DN 50 to DN 1200)
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SERIES 756
AVK Double eccentric
Butterfly Valve
DN200-2400
PN10/16
Ductile Iron

SERIES 55
AVK Resilient Seated 
Large Diameter 
Gate Valve
DN450-800,  
PN10/16
Ductile Iron 
BS 5163 type B

SERIES 06
Flanged gate valve
Face-to-face DIN F4
DN40-800
PN10/16
Ductile iron
Resilient seated

SERIES 54
Metal Seated Gate 
Valve 
DN700-2000
PN10/16
Ductile iron
Metal seated

SERIES 861
AVK-CSA Air Valve
DN50-200
PN16
Ductile Iron




